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We explain the observed double-pole characteristics of the A. 2 (1300) by a nondiago-
nalizable degenerate mass matrix for two mesons one of which decays predominantly
into r+p. The presence of the other, possibly already observed meson would cause the
A2 characteristics to change considerably from one production process to another.
From available limited statistics experiments {except for the CERN work discussed
here), this appears likely.

Recent very precise measurements by the
CERN missing-mass spectrometer group' have
established that the A, (1300) mesons has a
two-peak resonance structure which is extreme-
ly well fitted by an unusual double-pole' exci-
tation function,

p(E) (E-Z,)'y[(Z-E, )*+r'F16]'.

This particular double-pole form was shown
to be physically realizable in nature by the
present authors in a considerably different
context. ' In this paper we study some of the
consequences which follow from this special
type of double-pole mass distribution for an

"elementary" particle.
In the missing-mass experiment, high-ener-

gy m mesons bombard a hydrogen target and
the angle and momentum of the recoil proton
are measured. %e represent this process by
the general diagram in Fig. 1, where the pres-
ence of the A, (two lines labeled by M) is de-
duced from measurements on the final-state
protonP, . The observedA, (I&JI'=1 2+) de-
cays by strong interactions predominantly4
(93%) into m+ p, but a general decay state d
(with only two decay products for convenience)
is shown. The four-momenta and polarization
label each line (h=c=1). The transition am-
plitude for the process in Fig. 1 will be writ-
ten as

(& A;& A;P A tT Iq;P A )—= T .(s, f) =[F (k A;0 A )] [D (6 )],[G .(P A;P X;q)] . (2)

The particle helicity labels A& and n, n' for
the A, components are written explicitly but
will be subsequently suppressed as they do not
play any role in what follows. Here GM& .~(p2,

2%

pl,'q) is the amplitude for producing a meson
M of four-momentum 6 =q+p, —p, in a polar-
ization state o. from the m p, initial state i,
DM(&') is the propagator for M, and FdM(kl, .k2)

7T q

FIQ. 1. A general diagram depicting an initial-state
x P &

collision producing an unstable meson and the re-
coil proton P &. The lines are labeled by four-momenta
and polarization, or s-axis spin-projection, quantum
number.

is the decay vertex function for meson M in
a polarization state characterized by n.

The propagator for a stable high-spin meson
given, e.g. , by steinberg' has a matrix numer-
ator (projection operator) that operates in the
space of spin components of the wave function.
Following Coleman and Schnitzer's study of
spin-one mesons, one can make the necessary
modifications for particles with mass distri-
butions and include mixing so that the mass
term in the propagator becomes a mass ma-
trix. Rivers' does just this for spin-2 mesons
and includes also the effects of renormaliza-
tion due to the mixing. Using these authors'
results, we can readily incorporate the spin-
matrix numerator of the propagator into the
vertices on either side of DM (indicated by
dropping the bars on F and G) and make the
pole approximation' since we are interested
in a very limited energy range of the mass
distr ibution.
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In 8-matrix or field theory the diagram of
Fig. 1 will give a pole in the transition ampli-
tude at the intermediate-state meson's (com-
plex) mass value. For a double pole, especial-
ly one giving rise to the mass distribution in
Eq. (1), it is not sufficient simply to have two
such poles at mass values M, and M, superim-
posed or separated as this will give two Breit-
Wigner amplitudes as far as the mass distri-
bution of M is concerned. However, that at
least two particles or states are required to
form a double pole is generally accepted be-
cause of arguments based on potential scatter-
ing by Eden and Landshoff, ' a number of mod-
el calculations, and a physical example. '

We introduce a double pole into Tf, by requir-
ing that 2&& 2 mass matrix with complex diag-
onal elements and nonzero off-diagonal coupling
elements cannot be diagonalized. This condi-
tion means that there is only one linear com-

bination of states IM,) and IM,) with exponen-
tial decay. All other superpositions decay non-
exponentially. In terms of IM1) and IM2), the
denominator DD of the propagator matrix is

fM1 M»)
!

~M„M,2j

With the assumption of time-reversal invari-
ance and Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian the
off-diagonal elements of the mass matrix are
real and equal provided that the usual assump-
tion in particle mixing of direct coupling be-
tween IM ) and IM,) is made (which we assume
in the following). The situation in which the
two particles are coupled because of common
decay modes is more complicated, though not
different basically from what follows, and will
be included in a more expanded presentation
of this problem.

Inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) we get

1

21
= [F (b 2-M 2)G

1 1P2&

M12) '~GM, p„&
(G

M2 2;i

.+F (b, 2-M ')G .+F M G .+F M G .]/detD . (4)
2 2P2& 2 1P2& 1 2P2P

D'

The mass distribution observed in the miss-
ing-mass experiments is given by the 6' de-
pendence, studied through the recoil proton,
of I Tf; I'.

For the jth particle, we assume a Breit-Wig-
ner distribution in squared mass so that M'
= m&' iy&m& with m& and—y& real (m&y& is the
half-width at half maximum in squared mass).
Next, we study I Tf; I' to see how the double-
pole form Eq. (1) that fits the mass distribu-
tion can be obtained. From I detDD I' one finds
straightforwardly m, '= m, ' and (y,m, —y,m, )'
= 4M»' or (y, —y,)'= 4(M»/m, )' as the double-
pole condition; and the numerator of 16 terms
in I Tf; I' must be reduced to the form of the
numerator in Eq. (1). The only way to meet
this requirement appears to be to demand that
one of the intermediate states, IM,) say, does
not communicate with the initial v p state or
with the final p, d state but only with IM,) (i.e.,
M»e0, FdM =GM p .i=0 which in turn im-
plies y, —= 0). Then, the mass distribution pre-
dicted from IT;I'will be exactly that of Eq. (1).

This particu ar situation is furthermore phys-
ically quite reasonable. If we assume that d
consists only of wp states (at least4 93% true),

then M, does not decay into mp and its produc-
tion is also inhibited if the A, is produced pe-
ripherally (which appears to be indicated by
some data") via a, p, or p Regge trajectory,
exchange mechanism. This appropriate p-ex-
change diagram will have only mp states cou-
pling to M&. With M, taken as the particle de-
caying predominantly to mp, then FdM =GM p ~ i
=0, and the double pole in question occurs in
the wp elastic-scattering channel. However,
this need not be the only production mechanism;
perhaps the s-channel energy is such as to
excite a baryon resonance which decays into

M,p, but not into M,p, . Then GM p . , still
is 0 and it would not be necessary for the dou-
ble pole to occur in the mp elastic-scattering
channel in order that the mass distribution
be as in Eq. (1).

What kind of a particle would M, have to beP
Its partner M, would be the spin-2 meson which
should be grouped together with the f '(1254),
K*(1415), and f*(1500) mesons to form the JP
= 2+ nonet often pictured as a quark-antiquark

(qq) bound system in the 2P2 state. There seems
to be rather strong concurrence among theo-
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retical papers" that these mesons should be-
long in the 405-dimensional representation
of SU(6). In analogy with the &u-y mixing sit-
uation in the 35-dimensional representation
of SU(6), M, could logically belong to the 27-
dimensional representation of SU(3), which
along with the nonet, are contained in the 405
of SU(6). Essentially nothing in the earlier
analyses of the nonet itself would be changed.
As is well known, the simple quark model with
mesons given as qq and baryons as qqq does
not tolerate higher dimensional SU(3) multiplets,
such as the 27. However, there now appears
to exist evidence" indicating the existence of
such more complicated structures; and theo-
retical investigations" have used qqqq quark
structures to describe higher spin, isospin,
or hypereharge mesons. In such a model the
quark structure of M, could be qf q„qAqA with
exactly the same external quantum numbers
as the M, (andA, ). The wp decay mode of M,
(also its production) would be inhibited as re-
quired for the double-pole mass distribution
by the invarianee of three-point couplings un-
der the SU(6)~ transformations involving the
SU(2) subgroups of A-quark W spin. The natu-
ral decay mode for this particle, in view of
its quark content and rearrangement arguments, "
isK E.

In conclusion, we would like to emphasize
that, attractive as the above quark model spec-
ulations are but independently of them, we feel
that another particle with a very narrow width
compared with the tabulated4 A2 width must
exist. The experimentally measured' double-
humped resonance curve of -4000 events can
be used to obtain an estimate of this width.
As indicated by the fitting function used, the
two bumps observed are symmetric in both
height and width; but, because of the experi-
mental uncertainty in the measured curve, we
can relax the double pole conditions as given
below Eq. (4) somewhat. Therefore, taking

I Ty;12 and using the relation between y, and

FdM, we estimate that I, can have a total
width of at most 2 or 3 Me7 with mass not dif-
ferent from the observed midpoint, 1297 MeV,
by more than the CERN experimental resolu-
tion, 15 MeV. To emphasize, these numbers
are rather stringent limits away from the dou-
ble-pole condition based on experimental un-
certainty in the observed symmetry of the two
humps. If Eq. (I) is indeed the correct shape,
then increasing statistics will reduce these

allowed deviations. To get information about
this particle (M, ) one could study the way the
mass distribution changes from reaction to
reaction as the production mechanism chang-
es and as different decay states are detected.
This has the effect of changing the relative im-
portance of the four terms (the F's and G's
vary) in the numerator of Eq. (4), so the dou-
ble-humped distribution should be readily made
to disappear; but the denominator remains
the same, a Breit-Wigner factor squared.
Thus, it is quite possible that the shapes ob-
served for A,' and A,+ could be different from
that for A2 in Eq. (I) depending on how G can
be varied, which should be determinable from
future experiments. Also, independently of
the above quark discussion, it would be very
interesting to have data on the KK decay mode
of the precision of the CERN experiment. Ex-
isting data on the A, do appear to show consid-
erable width fluctuations, but statistics are
poor.

It seems to us that this double-humped mass
distribution can now be taken fairly seriously
as it has been observed by the missing-mass
group under several different circumstances.
For this reason and also because of the observed
symmetry of the double-humped distribution
we feel it to be quite unlikely that two separate,
unrelated particles or resonances could be
involved. If it could be shown experimental-
ly that a double-pole explanation for the CERN
experiment' is correct and that the same ex-
citation curve always characterizes the A,
(that is, the double-pole predictions based on
the particle-pole correspondence ideas in the
present paper are wrong) then one would con-
clude that only one particle (a "fundamental"
double pole) is involved. This would have in-
teresting consequences for our usual particle-
pole, particle-field, or single Regge trajec-
tory ideas. '4

*Work was performed at the Ames Laboratory of the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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It has been suggested recently that relations
among high-energy total cross sections obtained
from the quark model' ' and related algebraic
formulations ' be applied to scattering on com-
plex nuclei. In particular, Levinson, %all,
and Lipkin' note that as long as multiple-scat-
tering effects are negligible, there are certain
cross-section difference relations that should
be obeyed for all nuclear targets with the same
isospin. Okubo" has formulated a generalized
current algebra in which the matrix elements
of the commutator expressions for arbitrary
initial and final states result in relations among
scattering matrices that are direct extensions
of elementary-particle scattering relations;
they should be valid for nuclei.

It is possible to derive these difference re-
lations among total cross sections from the

algebraic approach of Cabibbo, Horwitz, and
Ne'eman, and we sha. ll use this trea.tment be-
low. Data for comparison of the difference
relations with experiment seem to be unavail-
able as yet, except for deuterium, "where the
data agree with these relations. However,
proton-nucleus cross sections for nuclei rang-
ing from Li' to, Pb'0" have been measured
by Bellettini et a,l. at a proton laboratory
momentum of 19.3 BeV/c. These data allow
us to test speculative extensions of the approach
of CHN to complex nuclei.

In the formulation of CHN, the matrix ele-
ments of the charges of strong-interaction
currents are calculated in [U(6)(eU(6)]p, the
"good" rest algebra of Dashen and Gell-Mann. "
The resulting amplitude for the elastic scat-
tering of hadrons A. and B can be written in
general as the sum of six terms:
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